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Dear Students and members of The CST,

LIBERATE AND ENJOY THE LIFE MEANINGFULLY shall be the driving principles of the THE
CONSCIOUS STATE (CST). Here we are all going to be associated with 3M’s Mother Nature,
Master Universe and Me (Me becomes you when the code applies to you). In scientific terms
let’s say we are learning, understanding, and addressing Environment, Universal energy
(Space), and Biology. I believe unless we are aware that we are a combination of the above and
equipped with capacities and thoughts to align with the 3M’s one shall not attain a higher
conscious state to achieve 2S- Self sufficiency and Self awareness. But that’s a long journey
which at times can be tiring, yet it is better than meaningless existence. I am well aware of the
fact that it requires a powerful persuasion from within for a person to go guided towards
something very real. Worldly cynicism could argue saying that only blessed are glorified, who
could turn out to become Great Scientists, Artists, Doctors, Engineers, Administrators, Powerful
thinkers and so on. I am also aware that one has to be inspired, facilitated to create/unleash
the inner self that’s desperately trying to uncoil itself to liberate. This is no Myth and there are
people who achieved it and who were recognised as legends. The only thing one needs doing is
to invest our time and energy on it, work on it.
Let me tell you the Story of Sacred Souls said by Universal Master and Nature
Master and Nature replied in the following way when asked as to the secret or the selection
criteria for those who are going to be glorified. A gentle smile slips from their lips and there
follows the answer. Everyone was already chosen as we handcraft them with a piece of US and
with vastness of love and affection. We wait for everyone to SEE us once and say I SEE you. But
the problem is they see it all outside and around, and never within. Glorified are the ones who
travel within, in silence and who stay still to see the self and surrounding, understands it,
inclined towards something very real and pure, believes, becomes a seeker, knew how to
communicate in calmness to see/unlock the answers locked in the closet called Nature. Such one
only need to say 3M’s Mother, Master, Me in order to have what’s predetermined to be theirs

already. One has to have the virtues and know how to Listen, See, Speak, Respect, Remember,
Remain Simple, Humble, Patient, Sane, stay in Conscious and in Control. This in entirety is a
natural phenomenon which eventually happens when one allows it to happen. They only need to
allow. Such a soul realises its significance and sacredness and be called a Sacred Soul, for the
secrets they unlock from the nature’s closet are simple and devoid of toxicity, the whispers that
sound thunders to the world. Such Men/women/transgender are manufactured in the Nature’s
workshop, pearls are always hidden.
I know as simple as it sounds to allow the natural phenomenon to happen, as difficult as it is to
get the right environment which is relaxed and pure in its existence for this ritual to happen. It’s
my will to create such a place where the self realises its powerful self and remains in bliss,
where we all evolve and blossom as passionate professionals equipped with all capacities to
achieve places you want to be, which needs a bit of work. I want you to become
designers/administrators/entrepreneurs, problem solvers/researchers/problem
solvers/powerful thinkers who come with original ideas that aligns us to nature. When a
powerful mind conceives something pure, the thought itself will draw its people to command
its destiny, you just have to stay with it. I believe such a place with such people that allows this
to happen shall be the most desirable place on earth.
Here at CST you shall have a relaxed and a pious environment that will allow the natural
phenomenon where you could unleash your talents and find your places. All your
mentors/teachers shall be your facilitators and will see to that you are well within the
intellectual fraternity and well catered with resources, challenges and opportunities to excel.
All your mentors are powerful and are people who has said the world to shut the trap and
delivered great things, which according to the world are impossible. We are people who make
things happen and who make things possible. My students, Be sure to say that we know the
necessity which is why we are acting on it, and be so thick and powerful at will to confront the
cynicism and hypocrites with a smile and silence. You have all of us and you are destined to do
great things and we shall provide an environment that allows you to liberate yourself, plus
crack any worldly target you want to crack, any place you want to achieve.
“Every person is elder countable with the words of their voice and wisdom...so are you”
You shall be respected, your opinion shall be valued, you shall be inspired, and your curiosity
shall be stimulated, your yearning to learn shall be quenched, educated, capacitated with
abilities, careers, will be made responsible to create, made available with opportunities, shall
be given a peace of mind to LIBERATE and ENJOY MEANIGFULLY. It’s a sincere promise I make
to myself. We are REAL.

Just come fearless, simple and humble, we shall make a remarkable journey to become the
community that can conquer the self and surrounding and evolve into powerful individuals to
empower Nations. Let our journey begin with these words and together endeavour to translate
into reality for a better Man Kind.
All my Love to you.

Ravi Tej.Allam
Founder of The Conscious State
schoolofconsciousstate@gmail.com

